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A video summarising 
key findings and why 
partners took part in 
Students FIRST is on 
the AMOSSHE and 
Continuum YouTube 
channels

Materials developed 
for Students FIRST (in 
addition to this case 
study) include:
•   Series of blog posts 

www.studentpro-
gression.wordpress.
com 

•   Videos – visit the 
Continuum and 
AMOSSHE Youtube 
channels

•   Service design 
maps* 

•   Memorandum of 
Understanding and 
Service Level Agree-
ment templates*

•   4 lots of 5 things 
– tips for HEIs and 
commercial provid-
ers to use when 
considering working 
together*

•   Detailed research 
report*

*all at www.amosshe.
org.uk/projects/
stu_1st           

Templates for Memo-
randum of Under-
standing and Service 
Level Agreements 
for universities and 
multiple commercial 
providers to use are at 
www.amosshe.org.uk/
projects/stu_1st

Project overview
Students FIRST is a JISC funded project that explores the use of technology to  
deliver Financial Interventions to assist Retention and Student Transitions (FIRST). It is 
a uniquely collaborative project in the Relationship Management in Higher Education (HE) 
programme stream, operating across one national professional HE organisation, two UK 
higher education institutions (HEIs), and three commercial providers. 

1. AMOSSHE, the Student Services Organisation
2.  Anglia Ruskin University and University of East London
3.  John Smith’s Bookstores (Aspire platform), BlackBoard Connectxt (previously  

TxtTools) and Modus

Eligible students at both universities are issued with smart cards to access specific 
progression based bursary schemes at their institution.  The bursaries can be used to 
purchase learning materials and other services defined by the university. The bursaries are 
part of the existing student support offer at each university. The delivery approach assumes 
that targeting bursary spend options where the university believes student learning will be 
enhanced will in turn improve student success. This should facilitate student transition and 
retention, and further benefit HEIs by reducing burden and creating efficiencies. 

Students FIRST explores the evidence base for these assumptions, whilst also hoping 
to advance the strategic use of technology to deliver bursaries and to bring together 
related institutional drivers and services. Students FIRST asks:
•   Does targeting bursary use on learning improve student retention, progression and 

success?
•   Can technologies usefully be blended to improve bursary provision and financial 

literacy support for students?
These questions are considered through a two pronged approach, combining robust 
research delivered by Continuum, the Centre for Widening Participation Policy Studies, 
with technology product interaction.

Research to determine whether targeting bursary use improves  
student retention, transition and success, and whether smartcard 
technology can enhance this
We mapped data of smartcard usage against student demographic and 
progress data. We found correlations between spend on core texts and 
student achievement. We also found that the extensions to the services 
available for purchase via smartcard, including those introduced during the 
Students FIRST study, added value to the student experience. 

An intention to combine technologies already used by the partners to 
amplify their impact on the student experience  
Blended delivery was not achieved during the Students FIRST study, but 
the experience led to our creating guidance materials which will improve 
relationship management for partners engaging in future cross commercial 
provision. Project partners are now developing products that will more 
actively ensure personalised service and information for students than 
previous delivery models.
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Challenge
Prior to Students FIRST, there was little sector validated evidence that we could use 
to consider whether the rationale behind targeted spend bursary models were valid. 
We set out to identify service models and critically assess data from the smartcard 
platform, providing reliable insight into this use of technology at universities. This was 
alongside our challenge to use the technologies already in place at the universities 
more strategically to enhance relationship management and service delivery, genuinely 
putting students first. 

Anglia Ruskin University and the University of East London have high 
numbers of students at risk of financial hardship. Often these students lack 
the appropriate money management knowledge and skills to succeed in 
education or work. Improving students’ financial situation and equipping 
them with lifelong skills of financial capability should improve their univer-
sity experience and the likelihood of student retention.

Developments in student number controls and funding since the project 
commenced mean that widening participation and student retention is now 
under even starker scrutiny than previously. Students FIRST was therefore 
very timely in putting the spotlight on understanding whether the bursary 
and technology we hoped supported retention actually did so.

Access to the bursary is staggered according to student progression. Stu-
dents must progress to their second year to receive the second instalment, 
and again for the third year. The range of items included in the smartcard 
bursary offer has increased, but remains in the control of the university (for 
a full list, see figure a). The university selects product types and services 
for inclusion that they believe will empower student success. 

The national Money Doctors programme ran from 2005, firstly as a pilot at 
Roehampton University, then nationally by the Financial Services Authority, 
later by the Consumer Financial Education Body, Money Advice Services 
and since 2011 by NASMA. Programme funding finished on 31 July 2012, 
although student finance advisors still use Money Doctors tools. The 
University of East London commissioned an app that built on the Money 
Doctors approach, which they intended to issue to all students in 2011. 

Many universities utilise technologies to send short messaging service 
(SMS) messages to students containing key information about their uni-
versity or course. Students FIRST hoped to utilise texting to send more 
personalised information to students that could be combined with the 
smartcard and app approach, to bring together the technologies. 

Students FIRST anticipated some resistance from Student Services teams 
in engaging fully with the technologies. This risk was not realised, but the 
delays in rolling out tools, together with considerable data demands and 
need for focus groups at institutions after the exam period, meant that 
maintaining the momentum for this engagement was, at times, challenging.
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Students FIRST Proj-
ect board minutes 
are available at www.
amosshe.org.uk/proj-
ects/stu_1st

Baranova, Morrison 
and Mutton (2011) 
‘Service Design in 
Higher and Further 
Education’ is at http://
wiki.cetis.ac.uk/
images/8/82/Service_
Design.pdf

A video showing the 
service design pro-
cess used for Students 
FIRST is on the Con-
tinuum and AMOSSHE 
Youtube channels

Top tips (‘4 lots of 
5 things’) for both 
Student Services and 
commercial partners 
are at www.amosshe.
org.uk/projects/
stu_1st

Approach
Students FIRST was managed by AMOSSHE, the national Student Services Organisa-
tion.  It was directed by a project board made up of representatives from all partner 
organisations, an external advisor, and an independent chair, Professor Sir Deian 
Hopkin. Early in the project, the board established that much of the development work 
anticipated on the smartcard platform was unnecessary, as the mechanisms for extracting 
data from it were already available but underutilised. The research element of Students 
FIRST then adopted a wider brief, and became more focused on establishing an  
evidence base for the impact of the bursary provision.

Students FIRST explicitly used the Service Design in HE technique explored 
at Derby University to identify when, where, why and how contact with stu-
dents occurred, so that potential fail points and excessive delays could be 
identified. We interviewed Student Services personnel and collected mate-
rials relating to the bursary delivery at both institutions. We then developed 
and delivered the blueprint(s) to Student Services staff at both institutions 
for testing. An example map is at figure b.

To explore the links between bursary provision and progression, we collected, 
collated and harmonised data sets from bursary sales data and institutional 
student data, and conducted focus groups at the partner institutions and 
semi-structured expert interviews with staff. We also collected data from one 
of the HEI libraries to enhance the understanding of the correlation between 
books and progression and retention, and utilised and re-analysed survey 
responses from a student survey conducted at one of the partner institu-
tions. Sales data and student record data were harmonised using MSExcel 
and then analysed using SPSS. 

We originally hoped that technology interaction would develop as a natural 
consequence of discussions already in place, and be enhanced by the 
mutual partnership via Students FIRST. This would encourage ongoing 
reflection, and be a ready means to develop the technology advice based 
outputs in the later phases. We reviewed this twelve months into the 
project, when the technologies had not yet blended at either institution. It 
became clear that such practical interactions would only be fully realised 
post project.

To mitigate this, AMOSSHE facilitated a meeting of all the commercial 
project partners to ‘workshop’ thinking and develop advice for moving 
these types of collaboration forward more speedily in future. The session 
focused on developing in principle recommendations that would be  
applicable to any external technical provider, and not just the Students 
FIRST partners.
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Service Design Maps 
for Anglia Ruskin Uni-
versity and University 
of East London are at 

www.amosshe.org.uk/
projects/stu_1st

Figure a  Products available via the progression based bursaries at each HEI

University of East London Anglia Ruskin University

• art materials                             
• books                                                                          
• campus accommodation   
• clothes vouchers (on graduation)      
• field trips                                  
• gym membership
•  laptops, netbooks, software     

and other IT products              
• nursery costs         
• Oyster card top up                        
• printers
• some print costs
• stationery
•  study equipment eg, cameras, sewing 

machines

• accommodation
• art materials
• books
• cameras
• IT equipment
• nursery fees
• printers
• stationery

   

Figure b  Service Design Map of Anglia Ruskin University’s  
progression based bursary delivery
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A video showing the 
technology provid-
ers’ perspective on 
working with universi-
ties and the Students 
FIRST project is on 
the Continuum and 
AMOSSHE Youtube 
channels

Technologies
HEIs all use tools, which might include technology provision, to deliver their services. 
Students FIRST set out to move the way that these technologies are used from a  
scattergun approach (figure c) to a scenario where the technologies are used coherently 
as a part of strategic service delivery, with the student at the centre of all relationship 
management (figure d).

Figure c  Relationship Management prior to Students FIRST

Figure d   Envisaged Relationship Management after Students FIRST

Anglia Ruskin University and the University of East London both utilise a smartcard  
system to deliver part of their bursary offer, as well as SMS to send instant, brief  
information to students. University of East London had previously worked with another 
provider to disseminate financial capability information to students electronically, and 
was developing a bespoke app with that company. Students FIRST sought to harness 
the power of these tools, use them more efficiently and to greater effect by combining 
them to deliver against several policy drivers. It hoped to do this by:
a.   using existing frameworks to send students personalised course information to 

mobile devices;
b.   linking this with complementary apps that might range from delivering financial 

literacy and capability advice to core course information;
c.   linking from the course information to the smartcard platform online, and enabling 

direct purchases of the learning specific resources appropriate to individual students’ 
programmes of study.

Detail about how the technologies were used at institutions are set out in figures e-g.

Student

 = Student need 
    and interest

Student

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

HEI

HEI

External
provider

External provider

Student

 = Student need 
    and interest

Student

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

HEI

HEI

External
provider

External provider
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Harriet Swain  
discussed this system 
in a Guardian article of 
19 March 2012 (http://
www.guardian.co.uk/

education/2012/
mar/16/universities-

bursaries-conditions-
spend-academic-ma-

terial)

OFCOM’s eighth Com-
munications Market 
Report (2011) shows 

that texting has over-
taken talking via mo-
bile phone in the UK 
(http://stakeholders.

ofcom.org.uk/market-
data-research/market-
data/communications-

market-reports/
cmr11/) 

Figure e  The smartcard system

Figure e.i Scheme overview

Figure e.ii  Aspire Student registration process

Figure f  Texting/SMS

Student

 = Student need 
    and interest

Student

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

HEI

HEI

External
provider

External provider

Text Messaging 
for Student

Engagement

Inbound messaging

Case Studies eg, UEL Laters campaign

Integrate into your Virtual
Learning Environment

Use Application Programming
Interfaces to integrate with
legacy systems

Deliver message instantly or
schedule for the future to all
world time zones

Join conferences such as the
next Let’s Talk about Txt!
conference: http://www.bbcon-
nectxt.com to see case
examples of this technology

RSS* to text message - publish
directly from news feeds and
blogs directly to the mobile phone

Access account online, using an
app on Android and iPhone/pad
devices or via MS Outlook

How is this done?:
“How to do more with
less in 160 characters”
http://vimeo.com/
43500650

access via internet

http://www.txttools.co.uk/preloginjsp/plugins.jsp

Filter, forward 
and set up auto 
responses

Student/staff joins a 
group by texting a 
keyword to a short code

Auto response message
delivers links to online
media and further instructions

Links to: podcasts, online videos,
mobile friendly web pages, FAQs,
social media pages, forums and 
Virtual Learning Environments

no hardware

*really simple syndication

Secure online application
available 24/7

Full Audit trail and 
message delivery reports

http://www.txttools.co.uk/preloginjsp/developer.jsp
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It is predicted that by 
2014, more people 
will access the inter-
net via mobile devices 
than PCs (http://www.
digitalbuzzblog.
com/2011-mobile-sta-
tistics-stats-facts-mar-
keting-infographic/) 

Figure g  Student Funding Expectations app

This app was developed to quickly give students an indication of what they may or 
may not be entitled to through financial support. It asks a series of ‘quick fire’ ques-
tions, each determined by the answer to the previous question. The app formulates the 
results via a combination of intelligent calculations, based on the user’s response to the 
questions.

Student downloads and opens app

Q

QQ

QQQ

App asks questions, answered by students

Report is displayed to student

Calculations

Example questions:
Are you a new student?
Are you a home student?
What is your mode of study?

Calculations as made from user input

Progress Bursary£500

Access to Learning fund£3,000

Tuition Fee Loan£9,000

Maintenance Loan£8,099

Results of funds you may be eligible for:

Total: £20,599
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Students FIRST Proj-
ect board minutes 

are available at www.
amosshe.org.uk/proj-

ects/stu_1st

Service Design Maps 
for Anglia Ruskin 

University and Univer-
sity of East London at 

www.amosshe.org.uk/
projects/stu_1st

A video showing stu-
dent feedback about 

the progression based 
bursary provision is 

on the Continuum and 
AMOSSHE Youtube 

channels

Implementation
For Students FIRST, the team at Continuum led on implementing the research element of 
the project; the university teams introduced technologies as part of their day to day busi-
ness of supporting students, ongoing service delivery and improvements; and AMOSSHE 
brought together technology providers to discuss good practice. Our project board met 
four times to discuss wider issues and ensure the project was on track.

Both Student Services teams suggested that the service design process 
was very useful. The exercise forced managers and staff alike to ‘take a step 
back’ and actively review the process as part of the student experience. It 
consolidated teams’ understanding of the bursaries, generating discussion 
about future enhancements to the system. Mapping the service exposed 
issues in service delivery which may not have otherwise been recognised, 
and the teams took immediate action to improve their service delivery. For 
example, Anglia Ruskin University addressed potential failpoints by bringing 
together marketing, library, finance and Student Services to work collectively 
with the smartcard provider, rather than relying on informal links as they 
had before. Knowledge sharing is more consistent across both universities 
because of the service design exercise; a staff member at University of East 
London observed that, ‘relationships have visibly strengthened.’  

For the research and evaluation strand of Students FIRST, we used a mixed 
methods approach. We collected sales data from John Smith’s booksellers, 
and mapped transaction information against students’ unique identifiers. 
From this we could compare student record data including achievement 
data. The bulk of the quantitative analysis was drawn from these data sets.

The logistics for the focus group meetings were arranged by Student Ser-
vices teams at the universities, including recruiting students to attend. The 
project researchers held and documented the meetings and also conducted 
one-to-one semi-structured interviews.

. Technology training was rolled out incrementally at the universities, occasionally 
in groups but more often as one-to-one advice. Staff have to be fully trained in 
technologies before they are given access to related IT tools, but it was chal-
lenging to find resource for delivering and undertaking training, and ensuring 
that systems and the data in those systems were up to date. A few staff were 
unwilling to engage with new technologies, because of the perception that such  
systems are burdensome and mean remembering more passwords and user IDs.  

When Students FIRST was conceived, a student finance information app was 
in development, which would be one third of the Students FIRST technology 
interaction. The app would provide information, advice and guidance (IAG) 
on tuition fee loans, maintenance loans and grants. During development, the 
commissioning university recognised that the app needed to be more user 
friendly and interactive, so that students use it repeatedly rather than as a 
‘one-off’ tool. The university expanded the scope to include a funding calcula-
tor that would incorporate both national allowances and the university’s own 
finance offer(s). Alongside this, they developed an interactive calendar of  
Student Finance England key dates and alerts together with institutional funding 
information, which would synchronise with students’ mobile phone calendars.
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The guidance materi-
als developed as a 
result of the technolo-
gies meeting, includ-
ing Memorandum of 
Understanding and 
Service Level Agree-
ment templates, and 
top tips (‘4 lots of 5 
things’) are available at 
www.amosshe.org.uk/
stu_1st

Disadvantages
A project such as Students FIRST requires great commitment from everyone involved, and 
each partner very much demonstrated this throughout the project lifetime.  However, timing 
project milestones to fit with other events in partners’ calendars was understandably dif-
ficult, and obtaining like for like information across the partners proved challenging at times.

The sensitivities around sharing data between institutions, in particular, that 
the Students FIRST research team would be holding data from one university 
on another HEI’s server created some concern. To mitigate this, we stored all 
data on separate hard drives. We also experienced some frustrations in getting 
complete and accurate data – resolving these led to some improvements in  
recording and data management at the HEIs, which go beyond the project itself.

Data sensitivity presented other issues, in particular the lack of information 
about data around social class. To mitigate this, we used reasonable prox-
ies. It was also difficult to establish causality via the quantitative data, as it 
was impossible to establish a control group of students who were eligible 
for a bursary but were prevented from taking it up. We turned to qualitative 
methods and conducted a series of focus groups at both institutions, as 
well as drawing on a survey conducted at the University of East London and 
e-mail correspondence. We also used bookstore sales data from a similar 
university, which does not have the bursary scheme.

The project timing made it difficult to recruit students for the focus groups, 
as they took place around exam periods. We drew in students already on 
site who were taking part in other seminars, which also meant we heard from 
students who might not normally volunteer for these studies. 

The limitations of the Students FIRST findings are exacerbated by knowing 
that the meaning the bursaries hold for students will no doubt change with 
the new HE funding and fee landscape from 2012/13 onward.

Revising the app scope meant that its delivery was delayed until summer 2012, 
and the intended interaction of technologies across Students FIRST could not 
be not achieved during the project lifetime. Revising the app scope proved  
increasingly time consuming throughout the project. Delivery was repeatedly 
delayed as the complexity of the model was fully realised. The revisions required:
•   Creating a user friendly interface that students enter their financial data 

into, to produce accurate maintenance loan and grant figures
•   Liaison between university staff with specialised student finance knowl-

edge and a commercial partner who did not, and could not reasonably be 
expected to, understand student funding complexities

•   Mapping all the combinations of the sixteen core app questions, and 
translating this into app friendly information

•   Creating formulae that encompass the full public student finance spec-
trum and the university specific offer(s).

The guidance materials we produced as a result are, in some senses, hypo-
thetical– but very much draw on the experience of all the Students FIRST 
partners. They articulate how frameworks can be put in place that will en-
able interactions between systems. This can truly benefit students without 
incurring additional costs or resource burdens.
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Visit the interactive 
Value & Impact site at 

www.amosshe.org/vip-
toolkit, where you can 

also download a docu-
ment version of the 

Toolkit and individual 
tool templates

A video showing stu-
dent feedback about 

the progression based 
bursary provision is 

on the Continuum and 
AMOSSHE Youtube 

channels 

These are direct 
quotes from the 

groups’ feedback, and 
the pictures are from 

the focus groups. The 
quotes may not re-

late specifically to the 
individuals pictured 

here. They give an 
indication of the views 

expressed.

Measuring Success
The analysis undertaken by Continuum exemplifies the holistic Value & Impact Approach 
being adopted across the Student Services sector. Other success indicators are the 
consequences of effective partnership working established across Students FIRST.
 

The service design exercise helped Student Service teams to fully under-
stand the student’s journey through their bursary schemes. It gave them 
a level of detail to enhance the bursary offer(s) and generate discussion. 
Teams immediately addressed fail points, such as student progression 
monitoring, that they had not previously been aware of. This improved the 
efficiency of bursary provision at the institutions and enhanced local staff 
understanding of the bursary offer. It joined up areas that were not previ-
ously communicating as effectively as they might.

We measured the success of the targeted bursary delivery in terms of reten-
tion, progression and academic achievement. We found clear links between 
spend on books and academic achievement at both universities (see figure i). 
The qualitative data suggests that the targeted nature of the bursary delivery 
encourages students to attend university and to achieve in their programmes, 
which, in turn encourages them to successfully progress through their degree.

The relative success of the smartcard delivered bursary was measured through 
focus groups, and the student survey at the University of East London where 
73.9% of students surveyed thought that the bursary was beneficial to their 
studies (see figure h). Students’ comments (see figure h) show that they are 
able, with the bursary, to purchase a wider range of materials to support their 
studies than they would without it. The bursary equalises opportunity across 
the student body, and provides for those students who would not ordinarily 
have been able to afford these learning materials. Students believe that the 
incentive of a reward pushes them to progress through their degree courses. 

Figure h  Students FIRST student focus group
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I have access to books 
that otherwise I wouldn’t be 

able to own and progress 
further

You push yourself a  
little more knowing you need  
to afford your books and not 

pay out from your  
own money

It motivates you to  
get everything done in 

order to get the  
bursary

You make sure you  
have a 100% attendance, 

which is good you don’t get 
to miss anything  

It gives you a greater incentive on  
achieving good marks in your work and  

receiving the progress bursary makes you  
feel rewarded for working so hard to  

achieve good grades
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The guidance materi-
als developed as a 
result of the technolo-
gies meeting, includ-
ing Memorandum of 
Understanding and 
Service Level Agree-
ment templates, and 
top tips (‘4 lots of 5 
things’) are available at 
www.amosshe.org.uk/
stu_1st

The working relationships between the smartcard provider, the universities 
involved and the national professional body are much closer as a direct result 
of Students FIRST. This has increased opportunities for the universities to work 
with the technologies, more readily identifying and introducing innovations to 
the bursary offer(s).

While Students FIRST did not ultimately align new technologies at institutions, it 
led to systems innovations, in particular the bursary provision and app produc-
tion. These all increased the ways that students benefit from their university’s 
support offer across the full university experience, for example the inclusion of 
university gym membership as a purchase option encouraged health and well-
being amongst students. 

The facilitated meeting to develop materials to enable technology providers 
to work together in the student interest was groundbreaking. It is unlikely 
that any other circumstances would have led to such a workshop style 
discussion, and the outcomes should engender greater enthusiasm for and 
enhanced partnership working in the sector. This can genuinely improve the 
student support offer and contribute to successful higher education transi-
tion and retention.

Figure i  The higher the average spend on books, the higher the degree classification

ARU Average Book Spend per Student Graduate
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Benefits and Impact
The blogs throughout the project, and reflective discussion at each project board meet-
ing, showed the wide reaching benefits and impact of Students FIRST as the work 
progressed. The ever growing set of benefits and recognisable value during the project 
impressed even the project partners beyond anything originally anticipated. The high-
lights of these discussions, and anticipated further benefits and impact, are set out in 
figure j.

Figure j  Students FIRST benefits realisation
Te

chnology Partners
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ig
he

r E
ducation Providers

Unique blend of commercial, 
HE and national working - a 
significant departure from 

previous models

Creation of tailored services 
and enhanced Student 

Support provision

Solid partnership established 
for future working

Research Group

Natio
nal Organisation

Knowing who 
to speak with and how to 

communicate with universities

Confirmation of the benefits 
of tools

Realised involvement, shared 
issues and ideas

Genuine collaborative 
working with other 

providers

Engaging with 
national organisations

Improving knowledge of 
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Documenting and reflecting 
on established processes

Improved service delivery and 
student experience

Evidence base to inform 
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Specific skills 
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Networks 
created and 
built upon
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The case study report 
and ‘4 lots of 5 things’ 
have been disseminat-
ed to the full AMOSSHE 
mailing list, commer-
cial contacts and over 
fifty policy and profes-
sional bodies. They are 
all available at www.
amosshe.org.uk/proj-
ects/stu_1st

The full research 
findings and analy-
sis report is at www.
amosshe.org.uk/proj-
ects/stu_1st

Groups interested in 
exploring opportuni-
ties to work collab-
oratively should use 
the Memorandum of 
Understanding and 
Service Level Agree-
ment templates at 
www.amosshe.org.uk/
projects/stu_1st

The Next Stage
Students FIRST findings are being disseminated widely and will continue to be so beyond 
the project lifetime. All of the project partners have explicitly committed to championing 
the work, and AMOSSHE will use its contacts to ensure that as many Student Services 
departments and policy makers in UK HE as possible receive the project outputs. 

This case study highlights the key findings of Students FIRST. A full report 
that summarises all the research findings has also been published, which 
will form the basis for several conference papers and other publications from 
summer 2012 onwards.

Students FIRST has established a clear, robust baseline for analysing 
smartcard bursary usage. The research team is now negotiating with other 
groups to continue the monitoring and analysis of sales data linked to stu-
dent achievement records. All of the project partners are keen to continue 
this kind of analysis, in particular to cast light on the impact of changes in 
HE funding and fees from 2012/13 onwards and how universities might best 
support students. Continuum and John Smith’s booksellers will continue to 
work together on a programme of rolling analysis of the bursary provision for 
the betterment of the student experience. 

Projects like Students FIRST provide an opportunity for organisations that 
might otherwise shy away from open discussion and sharing because of 
commercial competition to identify real opportunities to improve their provi-
sion to the university sector. This is welcome, and the practical outputs from 
Students FIRST should enable other groups to do the same. AMOSSHE is 
considering whether there is a further role for a national body in facilitating 
such conversations, for example through pre-conference exhibitor ‘speed 
networking’ to improve understanding about complementary products and 
generate ideas for partnership working.

Two of the commercial partners are in close discussion to develop a 
product combining their technology offerings. This will improve the 
services available to HEIs and shows the power that effective, open and 
informed collaboration offers
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The full research 
findings and analy-

sis report is at www.
amosshe.org.uk/proj-

ects/stu_1st

Templates for Memo-
randum of Understand-

ing and Service Level 
Agreements for univer-

sities and multiple com-
mercial providers to use 

are at www.amosshe.
org.uk/projects/stu_1st

‘4 lots of 5 things com-
mercial providers need 

to...’ when working with 
HEIs is at www.amosshe.

org.uk/projects/stu_1st

 ‘4 lots of 5 things 
Student Services need 

to...’ when working with 
commercial providers 

is at www.amosshe.
org.uk/projects/stu_1st

Summary
Students FIRST is the first time that we have actively considered the impact of technol-
ogy delivered bursary support on the student experience, in particular the impact of  
directing opportunities for bursary spend. The findings show that this approach intro-
duces an equality in student spending power on the academic experience that would not 
otherwise exist. The student experience driven bursary and technology driven delivery 
clearly motivates students to progress from year to year. Students FIRST also strongly 
indicates that linking different technologies can be an effective and strategic delivery 
mechanism for universities, without adding to their costs or the services they purchase.

Students FIRST confirms a correlation between students’ book spend and 
higher degree classification. The data from both universities involved shows 
that the higher the average spend per student on books (core texts and gen-
eral books combined), the higher the degree classification.

The University of East London experience shows a marked reduction in with-
drawal rates from the year the bursary was put in place. It is difficult to establish 
attribution, as the bursary was one, albeit very important, innovation within a 
wider retention strategy. This strategy included a texting scheme for students 
who commenced study in February and were considered at risk of not being 
retained. This sat alongside other measures, which suggests that the combined 
use of technologies also contributed to student success. 

Anglia Ruskin University only introduced the smartcard based bursary plat-
form in 2009 and so we do not have HESA data for enough years to establish 
a reduction in withdrawal rates. Both institutions in fact saw an increase in stu-
dent withdrawals in the latest year for which we have HESA data (2009/2010), 
but we believe this to be because of changes in the HE landscape beyond the 
influence of these bursaries.

Students believe that there are many positive impacts from the bursary to their aca-
demic lives. 73.9% of students surveyed at the University of East London (n=547) 
thought that the bursary was beneficial to their studies, and most students believe 
that the support is a motivating factor to attend, achieve, and progress.

. Students FIRST delivered significant advances toward realising its intention 
to blend technology for student benefit. The scenario we achieved is set out 
in figure k, a clear step toward the envisaged scenario set out earlier in this 
report. Perhaps it is overly ambitious to imagine such a neat centralisation 
approach to relationship management as we had hoped for. With both the 
policy landscape and technology possibilities changing on a daily basis, 

Student

x

x

x

x

HEI

External provider

the ‘centre’ of relationship management will 
always be a moving target.

The tools we developed that capture the learn-
ing from Students FIRST regarding technology 
interaction and efficient use of these to deliver 
policy agendas should encourage HEIs and 
commercial partners to work together across 
services and technologies. They will certainly 
strengthen the position of both HEIs and com-
mercial providers when entering into such 
discussions in future
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 Students FIRST



Students FIRST recommends...

Recommendations for HEIs
•   Actively engage with technologies that students are familiar with

•   Horizon scan for technologies that students are likely to use in future

•   Understand student need and how technology may meet that need

•   Where small amounts of money per student are involved, target bursaries to areas that you know enhance 
student transition and retention

•   Consider the full range of policy drivers and products, and identify opportunities to enhance these through 
smarter use of the services your university already buys or uses 

•   Be aware of the data already collected at your university and how you can use it inform the delivery of 
your mission and decision making

•   Use the Students FIRST guidance outputs specifically produced for Student Services at universities

Recommendations for commercial providers
•   Consider the full range of products available, including those outside your remit, and identify opportunities 

to enhance these through unified provision

•   Work with other providers to better understand your own offers, and how they might be offered as com-
plementary services to bolster strength 

•   Learn to speak the language of higher education

•   Understand the issues faced by universities, and present solutions that clearly address problem questions, 
delivery targets and national higher education policy drivers

•   Accept that negotiating and contracting with a university may be a long process, but it will open up more 
discussions and opportunities for you

•    Use the Students FIRST guidance outputs specifically produced for commercial providers

Recommendations for the sector
•   Use the baseline data now established and work together across policy, university and commercial partner 

boundaries to continue this analysis

•   Funders should support more collaborative projects with national sector bodies acting as conduits, to give 
a more sound base for project findings, relieve administrative burden on participating institutions, and ac-
cess wider audiences for dissemination

•   National sector bodies should offer ‘safe’ spaces for providers together with external advice to consider how 
they might work together in the interests of the sector

•   Partnership projects should utilise project boards and, where possible, engage an independent chair to 
champion their work across the sector


